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Abstract-The newly developed limited diffraction beams such
as the Bessel heams and X waves have a large depth of field
and approximate depth-independentproperty. They have possible
applications in medical imaging, color Doppler imaging, tissue
characterization, and nondestructive evaluation of materials, and
in other wave related physical branches such as electromagnetics
and optics. However, limited diffraction beams are currently
produced with an annular array transducer that has to be
steered mechanically. In this paper, we study the feasibility of
steering these beams with a two-dimensional array, and show
that there will he almost no distortion of beams if the effective
aperture reduction of the array is properly compensated so
that the heams have a constant transverse profile as they are
steered. In addition, methods for reducing the complexity of the
electronic multiplexing of the array elements are proposed. We
also investigate the influences of the interelement distance and the
size of array elements on the sidelobes and grating lobes of limited
diffraction beams as the beams are steered. They are similar to
those previously reported for conventional beams.

I.

INTRODUCTION

T

HE FLRST limited diffraction beam called the Bessel
beam was discovered by Dumin in 1987 [I]. Later,
families of new limited diffraction beams have been discovered
[2]-[6]. Theoretically, limited diffraction beams are produced
with an infinite aperture radiator and energy and would propagate to an infinite distanee without spreading. In practice,
although limited diffraction beams can only be approximately
realized with a finite aperture, they have a large depth of field
and approximate depth-independent property [7]. Because of
these features, limited diffraction beams may have applications
in medical imaging [8]-[17], real-time color Doppler imaging
1181, tissue characterization [191. nondesmctive evaluation
of materials [20], and other wave related physical branches
such eletromagnetics [21]-[26] and optics 111, [7], 1271-[35].
Further details of limited diffraction beams and their tradeoffs among the beam parameters such as sidelobes, resolution,
frame rate, central frequency, bandwidth, aperture, and depth
of field can be found in a review paper by Lu et a/. [36].
Another technique to produce beams of large depth of field is
called Axicon 1371-(391. Beams produced by the Axicon do
not satisfy a propagation-invariant solution of the scalar wave
equation even if it was produced by an infinite aperture and energy. The failure of the application of a large Axicon [40] (15
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cm in diameter operated at 4 MHz) on clinic breast imaging
might be caused by the phase aberration of tissues [41],[42].
A detailed comparison of Axicon to limited diffraction beams
has been reported in [36].
One way to approximately produce rotary symmetric limited
diffraction beams is to use an annular array transducer 131,
181-1121. The advantage of annular arrays is their relatively
few elements (from a few to about a dozen in medical
imaging), and thus can be driven with simple electric circuitries. However, annular arrays can only be scanned [lo],
[ I l l or steered mechanically (with a wobbler) [a]. Although
a mechanically scanned o r steered transducer produces high
quality beams (maintaining low sidelobes, grating lobes, and
small beamwidth, etc.) at any steering angle if refraction at
the interface between the coupling medium and the skin is
controlled [43], [44], it has the following disadvantages: The
imaging frame rate is limited by the inertia of the transducer
and its motor system; it is difficult to maintain a constant
steering or scanning speed over the entire sweeping area; the
probe (consisting of a transducer and motor system) vibrates
when it is operated; the probe is subject to mechanical wear;
and it is difficult to start and stop the transducer to shoot a
beam several times in each transducer position as is desired in
real-time color Doppler imaging [18].
Electronic beam scanning or steering can avoid the above
disadvantages although it may have new problems such as
grating lobes as well as the effective aperture reduction of
transducers. I t can be performed with one- or 2-D array
transducers by applying linear delays to the electric signals
of array elements or simply multiplexing a group of elements
in the scan direction. One-dimensional arrays arrange elements
in a line. They are widely used in modem commercial scanners
for medical diagnosis because of their relatively fewer number
of elements 1451. However, it is rather difficult for l-D arrays
to scan M focus beams electronically in an elevation plane
of the arrays (a plane which is perpendicular to the scan
plane that is defined by the line of elements and the axis
of the arrays). In contrast, 2-D arrays arrange elements in a
plane and thus can scan and focus beams electronically in any
plane. They have been studied for conventional beams in slicethickness reduction, volumetric imaging, and phase-aberration
correction [46]-[49]. Because limited diffraction beams have a
2-D transverse profile, it is possible to produce, scan or steer
them with a 2-D array.
In this paper, we study the feasibility of scanning or steering
electronically limited diffraction beams with a 2-D array. As
beams are steered off the normal axis of arrays, the area
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of the effective aperture of the arrays (the projection of the
array aperture on the plane that is perpendicular to the beams)
is reduced in the scan direction. The area reduction has a
significant impact on the production of limited diffraction
beams with 2-D arrays. Therefore, it is important to study
compensation of the reduction of the area of the effective
aperture and to simplify the complex electxonic multiplexing
resulting from the aperture compensation. Furthermore, influences of the interelement distance and size of elements of the
arrays on the sidelobes, gratinglobes, and distortions of limited
diffraction beams, as well as their relations to steering angles
are investigated. For the purpose of comparison, a focused
Gaussian beam1 [50] is also produced with the same arrays.
In Section 11, we describe the scanning and steering of limited diffraction beams with a 2-D m a y transducer. Formulas
for computer simulations and results are reported in Section
111. Discussion and conclusion will be given in Sections IV
and V, respectively.
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A. Theoretical Limited Diffraction Bedms
Limited diffraction beams are special types of solutions to
the isotropic/homogeneous scalar wave equations [51], [SZ].
By limited diffraction we mean that traveling with the beams
in their propagation directions, one sees no change in the wave
patterns. This implies that limited diffraction beams would
propagate to an infinite distance without spreading provided
that they were produced with an infinite aperture and energy.
Two particular limited diffraction beams, the Bersel beams and
X waves, are given by the formulas [I], [Z], [53]

Ftg. I. Scanning or steering limited diiraction beams with a 2-D may
msducer. The elements of the m y are grouped into annular or elliptic
rings. The same elecwicd drive signal is applied to each ring. (a) A 2-D amy
is used fnr a linear scan. (b) A 2-D amy perfarms a sector scan by adding
linear delays along the scan direction. The ring pattern is changed each time
beams are steered to a new direction to compensate the effective aperture
rcduclion of the may. (Modified with permission form Fig. 1 of [62]).

to drive the transducer. Suppose that the transmithng transfer
funchon of the transducer is B ( w ) , the resultmg Bessel pulses
and X waves are given by [54]

and

and

respectively. In (1) and (2), @J,,,(.) and @ ~ B B , ( . ) represent
acoustic pressure or velocity potential, m is a nonnegative
integer, J , ( . )is the m.th-order Bessel function of the first kind,
a denotes a scaling factor, @ = ,in which k = w / c
is the wavenumber, w = 27rfo is the angular frequency and fo
is the central frequency, c i s the speed of sound in the medium,
r'= ( r ,4, z ) represents a point in space, T =
is the
radial distance from the wave axis, 4 = tan-' (gla) is the
azimuthal angle in a transverse plane of beams, z is the axial
distance, and t is time. Furthermore, M = ( r s i n ~ ) ' r2,
where 7 = 104 - i ( ~
cos
: ( - ctr)], a0 is a constant that controls
the decay of the high-frequency components of X waves, and
C is the Axicon angle.
To produce a broad-band Bessel beam, an electric 6-pulse
(where b = 6(t) is the Dirac-Delta function) can be applied

+

'We chwse tho focused Gauss~anbeam as a representauve of convenuonal
focused beams because of its well behaved beam shapes m the space
Therefore, the results oi the analysrs obtained from one depth may be exlended
to others

respectively, where "BL" stands for band-limited because the
bandwtdth of a pract~caltransducer is always finite, 3 - I
represents the inverse Founer transform, and "*" represents
convolution with respect to time.
B. Limited Diffraction Beams Produced with a Flnite Aperture
In practice, limtted didfrachon beams can only be produced
with a finite apemrre transducer and thus have a finite depth
of field. If the radlus of the transducer is a, the depth of field
of the Bessel beams and X waves are given by [I], [2]

and

XZ,.,

= a cot C,

(6)

respect~vely
The acoustic pressure or velocity potential of limited dlffraction beams produced with a finite aperture transducer a1 any
spatial point (field po~nt)),
r'o = (TO,4 0 , z) (TO=

726
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and $0 = tan-' (yolro)), can be obtained with the RayleighSommerfeld d i a c t i o n formula [55]

where the fust and second terms represent the high and low
frequency conmbutions, respectively (mmost applications, the
second term 1s neghg~ble),6 = (TI, $1,0) (TI =
and $1 = tm-' (yl/xl)) 1s a point on the surface of the transducer (source point), X 1s the wavelength, rol is the &stance
between the field and source points, and g ( 6 ,w) and s(6,
w)
denote the temporal Fourier transform of the fields evaluated
at the field and source points, respectively. For the Bessel
beams and X waves, the we~ghtlngfunctlnns, @(<,w), are
the temporal Fourier transform of (3) and (4), respectively,
evaluated at i= 0 [2]:

a

X wave, a0 = 0.05 mm, C = 475', -6-dB lateral beamwidth
is also about 2.5 mrn (depends on the central wavelength and
Axicon angle of the X wave), and depth of field is about
150.43 mm. The posihons of the 14 elements of the amular
array are detemuned by JJo(olrl)lthat has about 5 lobes. In
each lobe, there are three equally spaced elements except the
central lobe where there are two equally spaced elements. To
produce the above Bessel beam and X wave, each element
of the annular array is driven w ~ t ha funchnn calculated from
(3) and (4), respectively, with a = 0 and TI = TI,, where
n = O,l, 2 , . -.,13. Consequently, a total of 14 transmlmng
waveforms or channels are reqmred for the above annular
array.
D. Scanning or Steering Limited Diffraction Beams

Although annular arrays can be used to produce limited
diractinn beams with a small number of array elements, they
can nnly he scanned or steered mechanically. The mechanical
scanning or steering has the disadvantages such as low imaging
frame rate, inconstant beam sweeping speed, probe vibration,
mechanical wear, and causing artifacts in real-time color
Doppler imaging [la]. Hence, it is desirable to scan or steer
limited diffraction beams electronically. To perform electronic
scanning or steering, 1- or 2-D arrays are employed. Because
and
limited diiactinn beams discovered thus far have a 2-D
211 @x, (6,U ) = -eZrnd1~(w)J,(~T-I sin ()H(w)e-"0,
(9) transverse profile, it is natural to use a 2-D array.
C
One way to scan or steer limited diffraction beams while
where H(w) is the Heaviside step function [56].
still using the small number of drive waveforms is to group
the elements of 2-D arrays into annular rings corresponding to
C . Producmg Limited D~ffrachonBeams w ~ t h
annular arrays. To obtain a good approximation of annular
an Annular Array Trawducer
arrays from 2-D arrays, the size of the elements must be
smaller
than the width of each annular ring. In addition,
For rn = 0, the zeroth-order limited diffractlnn beams m
of elements must be large enough so that the
the
number
(1) and (2) or in (3) and (4) are rotary symrnetnc. Such rotary
interelement
distance
is small to ensure low grating lobes [46].
symmetric limited diffraction beams can be approximately
For
the
specifrc
example
of the above 14 element annular array,
produced wlth an annular array transducer [3]. [lo], [Ill.
the
average
width
of
the
ring is about 0.89 mm (2.08X). In
Because an annular array iransducer has nnly a finite number
this
case,
the
number
of
elements
is determined mainly by the
of elements, the aperture weighttng functions glven by (8) and
(9) must be approximated with ptecewlse functions along the consideration of low grating lobes.
In medical imaging applications, several types of scans are
w ) = @(rl,, 41,w) if rl, 5 TI <
radial distance, i.e.,
available,
such as, linear, curved l i n e d , and sector scans.
T ~ ( , + ~where
) , n = 0,1,2, . ,N -1 and N is the number of
elements. Note that for N + CQ and rnm(Arl,) i0, where Here, we only discuss the linear and sector scans. The linear
AT,, = T,,,+,,
- r,,,
the piecewise we~ghtingfunctions are scan sweeps beams along a line without changing beam
den tical to the exact ones. In princ~ple,the number of required directions. The sector scan steers beams in a sector format
elements depends on the spatial frequency of the weighting with the apex of the sector fixed on or behind the center of
function along the radial distance. A h~gherspat~alfrequency the hmsducer surface. A scheme for the linear scan of limited
requues a higher ~ p a h dsampling rate and thus a larger number diffraction heams is illustrated in Fig. l(a), where an annul&
of elements 1571. For a Bessel beam, three elements equally pattem is formed electronically by the elements of a 2-D m y
spaced in each lobe of the functron, IJo(arl)(,are usually and is moved along the long axis of the array one element at
enough. An X wave that has the same -6 dB man beamw~dth a time. It is obvious that the farther the beams are swept, the
as the Bessel beam can also he produced with the same annular larger the size of the array will be. For sector scan (beam
array wth little distomnn. As an example, a 14 element broad- steering), an annular pattern is also formed electronically by
band annular array transducer has been used to produce a high the array elements. However, beams are steered to a different
resolution Bessel beam and X wave for real-hme medical direction by properly applying linear time delays to the signals
imaging 181. The transducer has a diameter of 25 mm and of the elements in the scan direction. The number of elements
central frequency of 3.5 MHz. The Bessel beam and X wave required for the sector scan is usually smaller than that for
were produced with the following parameters: for the Bessel the linear scan because the aperture for the secto'r scan is
beam, a = 1217.51 mP1, -6 dB lateral beamwidth is about
'A curved lanear scan is a vanauon of a hear scan and 11 employs the
2.5 mm, and depth of field 1s about 150.0 mm m water; for the =me rncchanlsrn to scan the beam as that in a linear scan
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Fig. 2. Comparison of a one-way zero&-order Bessel beam produced and steered with a 2-D army transducer with (panels in the left column) and without
(panels in the right column) the compensation of the effective aperture reduction. The array is assumed to be composed of elements of infinite small size
(point elements). The beam is steered at four angles: 0' (full lines), i15" (dotted Lines), f i O O (dashed lines), and k4S0 (long dashed lines). me axial
disrance from the center of the array to the center of the Bessel prrlse is 100 mm. The panels in the &st row fmm the top are plots of the maxima of
A-lines versus the axis (fram -12.5 to 12.5 mm) that is perpendicular to the beam axis and in the scan plane (the plane defined by the beam axis and
the scan direction). The panels in the second row from the top are plots of the maxima of A-lines in the arc ship ddenned by a radius from 87.5 mm to
112.5 mm fron~the array center Versus the azimuthal angle from -53' to 53* in the scan plane. The panels in the third row from the top are plots of
the maxima of A-lines versus an axis (from -12.5 to 12.5 mm) that is perpendicular to the scan plane (elevation direction). The panels in the bottom
row are plots of the pe&s of the Bessel pulses along the beam axis from 6 to 400 mm.

smaller [Fig. l(b)]. Although a smaller aperture 1s used for
the sector scan, the viewing areas are larger with deeper depth.
The sector scan 1s especially useful where the size of acoustic
w~ndowsarelimited, e.g., in cardiac imaging. In this paper, we
emphas~zethe sector scan scheme with a 2-D array transducer.

E. Compensaron for Effectfve Aperture
Reduction of Transducer
One of the disadvantages of electronic sector scanmng 1s
that the area of the effective aperture of arrays is reduced as
beams are steered off the array axis. This results ~n lower
quality images in larger steering angles. This can be roughly

~llustratedwith human eyes that see clearer in a straight ahead
direction and less clearly to the sides if the eyes and the head
do not move. To compensate the effective aperture reduction,
we suggest to use a varymg aperture array that increases a s
aperture in the scan direction as beams steer so that the crosssection of the beams remains constant Fig. l(b)]. For the
mtary symmetric hmited d'iaction beams, this implies that
the annular pattern formed by the elements of a 2-D array
is stretched Into an elLiptic pattern in the scan direction The
major axis of the elliptic pattern changes each time the beams
are duected to a new position. In the next sectton, we w~llshow
the Influence of the effective aperture reduction on the limited
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array conditions as those of Fig. 2.

diffraction beams and the efficacy of the area compensation where C C is a 2-D summation over all the elements of
P "
method.
the array, w,, and w,, are widths of elements ~n the lateral
(XI) and vert~cal( y ~ d~rections
)
on the ttansducer aperture,
111. SIMULATTONAND RESULTS
(XI,, ?/I") denotes the coordinates of the center of the element
A. Approximatron and Quantization of
in the vth row and kth column, and 6 @ * ( w ) 1s a stepwlse
Rayle~ghSommerfeldDlffinction Formula
weighting funct~onthat is equal to 6 ( ~ ~ , , ~ 1for
, , ~the)
The Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction formula (7) can be element centered at (zip,y l v ) , and sat~sfies
simultaneously
the
used to calculate fields of any aperture weightings. For a 2- annular or ellipt~cnng constraint, i.e., @,,(w) = Q(r1,, d l , w )
D array, it can be rewritten as (neglect the second term and
2
2
when % / a 5 \/(xl,/a,)
( y ~ , / a ) < rl(,+l)/a, in
assume that the elements of the array are rectangular)
whlch a, and a are the major and mlnor axes of the elliptic
rings (for annular rings, a, = a). If a 2-D array is composed
of po~ntelements (point source elements), the above RayleighSommerfeld dlffractlon formula can be qnanhzed

-

+
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where T ~ ~ , ,is the distance between the point element at
(XI,, y ~ , ,0) and the field point at (xo, yo, z ) , or

The Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction formula in (10) contains double integrals and thus IS time consuming in computation. With the Fresnel approximation 1551, the double integrals
can be simplified to two single ones. This is done as follows.
The distance between the source and field points tn (10) is
given by
To1

+

= t / ( X l - ~ 0 ) ' (311

-~

0

+ z2
)

~

(13)

+

With the snhstitutions of variables, XI = XI,
A z l and
yl = ylV+Ayl, the above sonrcefield d~stanceis simphfied to

+

2Ayl(yl, - yo) +
if the cond~tion, 2Axl(zl, -xo)
( A Z I ) ~ + ( A ~ I<<
) ~ T ; ? ~ ,is satisfied. Substituting (14) into
1 denominator
,
~
the phase term andreplaclng rol with ~ ~ In the
of (lo), one obtains the following

To steer beams m the lateral (XI) direction, (lo), (ll), or
(15) must be multiplied with a quantized linear phase term,
e-Ek511i5me , Inside
.
the summations, where 0 is the angle
between the beam axis and the array axis. After obtaimng
the continuous wave (CW) fields from (lo), (1 I), or (IS), for
all frequency components, broad-band beams can be obtained
by the inverse Fourier transform.

B. Results
In the following, we will show influences of the effective
apertnre reduction on beams that are steered electronically with
a 2-D array. We also show the effects of the interelement
distance and size of elements on the sidelobes, grating lobes,
and mam beamwidth of limited diffractlon beams and their
relationships to the steering angles.
The zeroth-order Bessel beam and X wave that have the
parameters as those in sectlon I1 .C and are produced with
a 2-D array consisting of polnt elements are shown in Figs.
2 and 3 (calculated w~th(11)). respectively. These beams are
obtalned at z / D =4.0, where z and D denote the axial dtstance

(100 mm) and diameter (25 mm) of the may in the elevation
direction (yl direct~on),respectrvely. The 2-D array has the
same interelement distance (0.64 mm) in both the lateral (scan)
and eIevation directions, i.e., dz, = d,, FZ 1.5X, and the
elements of the array are grouped into 14 annular or ell~pttc
rings depending on the steering angle and are dmen by 14
waveforms. The drive waveforms for the Bessel beam and
X wave are calculated from (3) and (4), respectively, with
z = 0, m = 0, and T = rim,where rl, ( n = 0,1,. - ,13) are
the central radii of the annular nngs in the transverse plane
of the beams (projected from the array aperture), or calculated
from the spectra of these waveforms, (8) and (9), respectively.
The transmitting transfer functlon of the transducer, B ( w ) , in
(3) and (4), or m (8) and (9), a assumed to be a Blackman
wlndow function3 1571 peaked at fo = 3.5 MHz. w~tha
relatlve bandwidth of about 81% (-6 dB one-way bandwidth
divided by the central frequency). F~gs.2 and 3 show that the
beams are hstorted greatly if they are steered with a fixed
aperture array (right columns). When steered with a variable
aperture array that 1s properly compensated for the effective
aperture reduction, the beams have almost no d~stortions(left
columns). As a comparison, a focused Gaussian beam that
is also produced w ~ t h14 drive waveforms (pulses with the~r
amplitudes determined by a Gaussian function evaluated at
rl,) and with the same fixed-aperture or aperture-compensated
2-D arrays is shown in Fig. 4. The Gaussian beam has a
lateral full-width-at-half-maxlmum (TWHM) beamwldth of
about 12.5 mm (equal to the radius of the m a y in the elevation
duection) at the surface of the transducer and a FWMH of
about 3.03 mm in the focal plane (the focal length. P, IS 100
mm, or the f-number, F/D. is 4.0). Wtth a fixed aperture, the
beamwidth of the focused Gaussian beam is greatly increased
in the scan dxection because of the effective aperture reductron
and is almost unchanged in the elevation d~rectlon.Thls 1s
different from the hm~teddiffractlon beams (Figs. 2 and 3)
and Indicates that the two orthogonal lateral d~rectionsof
conventional beams are uncoupled. It also worth noting that
the focal length is decreased as the steering angle is increased
(Panel (4) of Fig. 4) due to the fact that the curvature of the
wavefront in the scan direction ts increased (assuming that
focusmg delays are fixed for the array elements).
Similar to the case of 2-D arrays for conventional beams
[46], the interelernent distance of the arrays also affects the
grattng lobes of l~miteddrffraction beams. The magmtude of
the grating lobes 1s mcreased and the distances between the
grating lobes and mainlobes are decreased as the interelement
distance of the arrays Increases. This fact can be Illustrated
by Figs. 5 to 7 (calculated also from (11) by assumlng that
the arrays are composed of point elements and have been
properly compensated for the effective aperture reduction)
for the zeroth-order Bessel beam, X wave, and conventional
focused Gausstan beam, respectively. In particular, wlth the
tnterelement dlstance of 1.28 mm (d,, = d,, ;r? 3.OX), the
gratmglobes become so high and so close to the mainlobes that
3Wehave found that the simulations are very close to the experiment when
a Blackman window function is used to model the transfer function of an
actual resonant-type transducer [Ill. Other window functions, such as the
Gaussian function, should produce similar results.
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Pig. 4. Comparison of a one-way focused Gaussian beam (the focal lenglh is 100 mm and the FWHM is 12.5 mm at the transducer apemre in the elevation
direction) produced and steered with a 2-D array tmsducer with (panels in rhc left column) and witbout (penel8 in the right column) the compensation of
the efktivc apenure reduction. This figure has tile same format and is obtained under Ule same array conditions as thosc of Fig. 2.

they even increase the sidelobes. In this case, the ~nterelement number of array elements is about 1700 when steered from
distance is even greater than the average distance between -45" to +4S0 with the compensation of the effective aperture
the annular rlngs (about 2 OXX) in the elevation d~rect~on.reduction (This number of elements may he further reduced
In contrast, when the interelement d~stancedecreases to a as will be shown in the next section.) It is well known that
c e w value, say, 0.16 mm (&, = d,, = 0 37X), the the magnitude of the grating lobes of a CW dliven m a y is
grating lobes are moved so far away from the mainlobes about the same as that of the mainlobe [ 5 8 ] . However, the
that they cannot he seen from Figs. 5 to 7 (Panel (4)). magnitude of the grating lobes in Figs. 5 to 7 are much lower
Because the numbw of the elements of a 2-D array for than that of the mainlobes. This is because the beams in Figs.
a given aperture 1s inversely proportional to the square of 5 to 7 are broadband, which will in general reduce the number
the interelement distance, one mnst compromise between the of array elements contributing coherently to the grating lobes
number of elements and the grating lobes. In h s paper, we than to the mainlobes 1451, [46].
choose the mterelement distance to be 0 64 mm (about 1.5X)
In addition to the influence of the interelement distance, the
to ensure that the magnitude of the one-way grating lobes are size of array elements also has significant influence on the
at least 20 dB below the peak of beams and the grating lobes array performances. To illuswate this fact, we plot in Figs.
are separated from the maln lobes (Panel (2) of F~gs.5 to 7). 8 to 10, respectively, the zeroth-order Bessel beam, X wave.
and focused Gaussian beam produced with a 2-D array of
For this speclfic mterelement distance, the m ~ n ~ m urequired
m
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dx=dy= 0 75 Wavelenglhs

dx=dy= 0 37 Wavelengths

(21

1

(41

Azimuthal Angle (Degree)
Fig. 5. Inlluence of interelement aistanccs of a 2-D array on grating lobes of a one-way zeroth-der Bessel beam at four steering angles: O0 (full tines), +IS0
(dotted lines), 330" (dashed lines), and t45' (long dashed lines). The anay is assumed to be composed of elements of infinite small size (point elements). The
intcrelemenl distances in both the scan and elevation directions are assumed to be the same, i.e., d,, = d u x .Four interelement disrances are calculated for
h e beam: (I) 1.28 mm (about 3 0 X ) . (2) 0.64 m m (about 1.5X), (3) 0.32 mm (about U i S X ) , and 14) 0.16 mm (about 0 . 3 i X ) . where the central wavelength,
X, is about 0.43 mm.The axial distance knrn the center of the vrray to the center of the Bcssel pulse is LW mm. T h e figure shows the plots of the maxima of
A-lines in the arc Wp detioed by a radius From 87.5 mm to 112.5 mm from the army center versus the azimuthal angle from -53" to 53' in the scan plane.

an interelement distance of about 1.5X in both the scan and beam width of the mainlohe are increased dramatically with
elevation directions (az, = dy, rn 11.A).The beam parameters the steering angle (Figs. 8 to 10). In addition, the magnitude of
used in Figs. 8 to 10 are the same as those for the left columns the peaks of the beams decreases much faster with the increase
(with the compensation of the effective aperture reduction) of of the steering angle for a larger u1,, (Table 0. On the other
Figs. 2 to 5, except that the size (or width) of elements are hand, with a small w,,, say 0.37X, the array performances
taken into account (computed with (15)). The size of elements are very close to those with an infinite small element width
in the elevation direction in Figs. 8 to 10 is fixed (i.uy, N 1.5X). (point elements) (compare the left columns of Figs. 8 to 10
and the elements have three sizes in the scan direction, i.e., to those of Figs. 2 to 4, and see also Table I). The size of
w,
is about 0.37X (left columns), 0.75X (middle columns), elements in the elevation direction, .wy,, has little influence
and 1.5X (right columns), respectively. As a i r , increases, the on the grating lobes of the beams except at w,, = d,, and
grating lobes are reduced when the steering angle is small. w,, -+ d,,, where the grating lobes are reduced dramatically
However, for large w,
the grating lobes, sidelobes, and the when the steering angle is small.
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Fig. 6. hflucnce of interelement distwccs of a 2-D m y on grating lobes of a one-way zerath-order X wave at four steering angles: Oa (full lines), f15- (dotted
lines), BOO(dashed lines), and 3 5 " (long dashed lines). This figure ha3 the same format and is obtained under the same array conditions as thbse of Fig. 5.

The reason that the slze of elements in the scan direchon
has a slgmficant inffuence on grating lobes might be explamed
as follows. As the size of elements increases, the directiv~ty
pattem of each element becomes narrower and produces larger
phase fluctuations in larger observation angles t461. This can
be seen from the first integration in ( 1 3 , where the integrand.
e

Zk*a=~(r~*-s~l+~n=~~'
-ZkJTO,.Y

=e

(16)

addition, if the size of elements IS reduced and the number of
elements is not increased accordingly, the energy efficiency
of an array is decreased because only a part of the m a y
aperture is used. Hence, one has to compromise between the
size of elements and the m a y performance. From Mgs. 8
to LO, one may w ~ s hto choose w,. = d,. 12
0.75X and
m,, = $, = 1 5X for an optlmal performance.

-

IV. DISCUSSION

oscillates faster if Axl changes over a larger element width
A. Sidelobes and Grating Lobes of Limited D~ffractionBeams
(w,,) at a larger steering angle, 8 = tan-' xo,/z, where roc
We have demonstrated in the previous sections that comis the coordinate of the beam center in the scan direction. This
may cause a serious phase cancellahon m (15). However, as pensatlon for the effective aperture reduction of a 2-D array
the slze of elements reduces, the impedance of elements will so that the transverse cross section of a beam remains constant
he increased, wh~chmakes impedance match~ngdifficult. In for all steering angles is essenhal for a proper produchon of
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Fig. 7. InRuence of interelement distances o f a 2-D army on grating lobes of a onc-way focused Gaussian beam (the focal length is 100 mm and the FWHM
is 12.5 mm a1 the transducer apemre in the elevation direclion) at four steering angles: O0 (iuli lines), +15" (dotted lines), f30D (dashed lines), and +45'
(long dashed lines). This figure has the same formal and is obtained under the s a c array conditions as those of Fig. 5.

limited diffraction beams (Figs. 2 and 3). Without the proper
compensation, sidelobes, gratmg lobes and lateral wldth of
beams will be increased as the beams are steered away from
the normal direction of the array. At larger steermg angles,
the mainlobes of the beams may even d~sappearbecause the
sidelobes exceed them. An uncompensated array also produces
beams that are distorted in both the scan and elevation directions and a reduced depth of field (Figs. 2 and 3). In addition,
as we have seen from Fig. 4, the beamwidth of conventional
focused beams 1s Increased m the scan direchon because of the
effective aperture reduction m this direction. The focal length
is shortened because the curvature of the wavefront increases
with the decrease of the effectwe aperture if time delays
for focusing are fixed for elements. However, unllke limited
diffraction beams, distortions caused by the effective apertnre

reduct~onare not coupled m the two transverse orthogonal
directions of convenhonal beams.
Even with the proper compensauon of the effectlve a p e m e
reduction, the sidelobes of hnuted diffrachon beams are still
h ~ g h(determined by (1) or (2)) as compared to those of
conventional focused beams at their focuses (Figs. 2 to 4).
The sidelobes of limited diffraction beams can he reduced by
a summation-subtractionmethod [54], [59], deconvolution [9],
[601, 1611, and dynamically focused reception [S], [43], [44].
Grating lobes are about the same for both limited diffraction
beams and convent~onalbeams and are mainly determined
by the tnterelement dtstance of arrays (Figs. 5 to 7). Broadband arrays may help to reduce the grating lobes. If the size
of array elements 1s infinitely small (point elements, (Panel
(2) of Figs. 2 to 4, and Figs. 5 to 7)). gratlng lobes are
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Fig. 8. Comparison of a one-way zeroth-order Besscl b c m pmduced with a 2-D wray transducer when Lhe widths of the array elements in lhe scan direction
are about 0.37X [panels in the left column), 075X (panels in the middle column), and 1 5 X (panels in the righl column). The width of the may elemenLs
in the elevation direction is fixed to be about 1.5X. The interelement distances in both the scan and elevation direclions are the same and are also about
1.5X. The beam is steered at lour angles: OY (full lines), i15' (dotted lines), +30° (dashed lines), and 245" (long dashed lines). The axial distance from
the center of the array to the center of the Bessel pulse is 100 mm. The panels in the first raw fmm Lhe top are plots of the maxima of A-lines in the arc
strip defined by a radius from 87.5 mm to 112.5 mm from the away center versus ,he a7.imuthal angle from -53O to S3O in the scan plane. The panels in
to the beam axis and in the scan plane.
the middle mw are plats of the maxima of A-lines versns an axis (fmm -12.5 to 12.5 mm) that is
The panels in the bottom row are plots of Lhe peaks of the Bessel pulses along the beam axis from 6 to 400 m.

almost independent of the steering angles. As the size of
elements increases in the scan direction, array performance
parameters (grating lobes, sidelobes, main beamwidth, and
gain) are degraded dramatically at large steering angles.

B. Reducing Nz<mher of Elements
It is also clear from the previous sections that to reduce
grating lobes or to produce limited diffraction beams of a high
lateral resolution, the interelement distance of a 2-D m a y must
be small [46].However, a small interelement distance means
a large number of elements for an array with a given aperture.

Therefore, there is a trade-off between the grating lobes and the
number of elements. For example, if the interelement distance
is about 1.5X in both the scan and elevation directions, the
number of elements of an elliptic array (for the purpose of
compensating the effective aperture reduction) with its major
and minor axes of about 17.7 mm (about 41.2X) and 12.5 mm
(about 29.2X). respectively, is about 1700. The interelement
distance may be even smaller if the grating lobes are required
to be much lower than -20 dB (Figs. 5 to 7). The large
number of elements of a 2-D array in a small aperture may
cause problems such as difficulty in wiring, electronic and
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zeroth-order X wavc produced with a 2-D m a y transducer when fhe widths of the array elements in the scen direction are
O . i i X (panels in the middle column), and 1.5X (panels in the right column). This figure has the same format
array conditions ar those of Fig. 8.

Comparison of n one-way

aboul 0 3 i X (panels in the lefi column).

and is

oblsined

under the aame

mechanical crosstalk among elements, htgh llnpedance of each
element, and complex mult~plexingamong clement? [46].
Some techniques have been suggested to reduce the number
of elements of 2-D arrays while maintaining a reasonably
good array performance. Sparse arrays, for example, reduce
the number of elements by randomly removlng elements from
periodlc dense arrays. However, array performance sufFers
because of mcreased sidelobes and loss of gain [46]. Another
way to form a space array is to place randomly a fewer number
of elements wlthln the array aperture (random position array).
Thls ~ncreasesthe randomness of the array and 1s expected
to reduce grating lobes, hut such arrays may be difficult
to construct. In addition, the distance between some of the
elements may be small, which limlts the slze of these elements
and increases further the11 impedance. To avo~dthe small

tnterelement distances, one may ltmlt the distance between
the centers of any two elements to be greater than a gven
value. But, as the minimum Interelement distance Increases,
there will be more restrictions on element positiomg which
will reduce the array randomness.

C. Size of Elements
A larger element size in the scan direction has a significant
influence on the performances of a 2-D array at larger steering
angles (Figs. 8 to 10, and Table 1). On the other hand, a
small element size increases the impedance of the elements and
makes impedance matching difficult, resulting in low sensitivity, high noise, and high cross-talk, although a multilayer 2-D
array technique [631 may be used to increase the impedance
to some extent. Wiring is also difficult for the small elements
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Fig. 10. Comparison of a one-way focused Gaussian beam (the focal length is 100 mm and thc FWHM is 12.5 mm at the tmnsducer apeflure in the
elevation direction) produced with a Z-D m a y hansducer when the widths of the array elements in the scao direction are about 0.37X (panels b the
left column). 0 7 5 X (panels in the middle column), and 1.5X (panels in the right column). This figure has the same format and is obtained under the
same m a y conditions as those of Fig. 8.

because the capacitances of the elements may be much smaller
than those of the connecting wires. Apparently. for a given
interelement distance, reducing the size of elements will lower
the energy efficiency of arrays because only a part of the
array aperture is used. Therefore, one may want to choose a
larger element size while still maintaining a reasonable array
performance in a preset range of steering angles (usually in
medical imaging, the steering angles are within &4S0). For the
example given in Figs. 8 to 10, the best compromise might be
to choose the size of elements in the scan direction as 0.7SX.

D.Reducing System Complexity
To compensate the effective aperture reduction of a 2-D
array, the elliptic ring pattern formed by the array elements

must be changed each time a beam is steered to a new
dnection. In medical imaging. there are typically over 100
directions in a M5O range. Th~simplies that there must
be a complicated real-time mulhplexlng to change the ring
patterns that are formed by a large number of elements.
However, rf the change of the effechve aperture 1s within
L5%,beam distortions are not severe (see Figs. 2 to 4, where
a f l S O steering angle corresponds to an effective aperture
reduction of about 3.5%). Because in a +4s0 range of the
steering angles the total change of the effect~veaperture
IS about 40%, only 4 elllptic ring patterns are necessary
to cover this change. The four elllptic ring patterns may
be designed so that they compensate exactly the effective
aperture reduction at the following 4 steering angles: &lXD,
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TABLE I
NORMALIZED
M A O N ~ DOFTHE
E
PEAKOF BEAMS
AND ITS CHANGE
W
TH
I
m
STEER^^ ANGLES
AM) THE ELEMMTSIZESIN THE SCANDLRE~ION.
THEIN~RELEMENI
DISTANCES
w BOTHTHE SCAN
AND ELEVAT~ON
D m c n o ~ ARETHE
s
SAME(dil = dY1) AND ARE AEOUT1.5X. THE
PEAKSOF BEAMS
ARE NORMALIZED
m mw BEFORE
TEE S ' E R ~ G .

Steering
Angle
(Degree)
0
15
30

ZerothOrder
Bessel
Beam

43

zemthOrder X
Wave
Focused
Gaussian
Beam ( F =
100 mm)

0
15
30
45
0
15
30
45

\ i~ f''...

(dB)
0.00
-0.22
-0.07
-0.07
0.00
0.15
0.19
-0.18
0.00
-0.14
0.10
4.05

Magnitude Magnitude Magnitude
of P&
of Peak
of Peak
(When
(When
(When
ul,,
wy,
I L , ~FZ~
1.5X and
1.6X and 1.5X and
ux,, rs
w,, F.:
to,,
0.3iX)
0.75X)
1.6X)
(dB)
(dB)
(dB)
0.00
0.00
0.W
-0.37
4.84
-2.92
4.69
-2.62
-10.8
-1.33
-5.33
-17.0
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.26
4.67
-2.16
-0.67
-2.08
-8.18
-1.10
-4.06
-14.2
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.32
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-2.94
4.74
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1.34
-5.57
-16.8

Axial
LAxis

Mi2 Linear Delav Boards

Magnitude
of Peak
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w,, = O X
and
to,,

=OX)

=

=

=

might be simpler because the multiplexing is for the different
unsymmetrical l i i t e d diffraction beams that are produced
with a small number of waveforms (14 in the above example),
instead of for different elliptic ring patterns that are formed
by a large number of elements.
A suggested pulse-echo imaging system using a 2-D may
for steering both limited diffraction beams and conventional
beams is shown in Fig. 11 [621. The array is consist of M
rows and has N elements. If beams are symmetric about the
scan plane, the number of wires c o ~ e ~ t out
e d of the array
is only N / 2 (the elements of the lower and upper portions of
the array are connected correspondingly inside the may). The
N/2 wires are connected to M/2 linear time delay hoards for
beam steering. The number of delay elements in each board is
equal to the number of the elements in a row. After the linear
delays, the N/2 wires are grouped electronically into four
elliptic patterns each of which covers about k5% change of the
effective aperture. In transmission, a 14 channel transmitter
generates 14 waveforms that are multiplexed to drive an
elliptic ring pattern selected according to the steering angle of
the beams. In reception, echoes delayed with the linear delay
boards will he combined into the same elliptic ring pattern,
and then processed by a conventional dynamically focused
reception circuitry. The system in Fig. I1 is different from
a conventional annular m a y system by adding linear delays
and grouping the elements of 2-D arrays into elliptic ring
patterns. Because the largest elliptic ring pattern is designed
for the compensation of the effective aperture reduction at
f43'. instead of k45', the number of elements may be reduced
slightly.

Gmnrring into 4 EUi~ticRine Pattern

Limited diffraction beams can be steered electronically with
a 2-D array if the effective aperture reduction of the array
is properly compensated. This increases the flexibility of the
beams in volumetric imaging and reduces artifacts in real-time
color Doppler imaging at the expense of system complexity
[IX]. The interelement distance of a 2-D m a y has a significant
influence on both limited diffraction beams and conventional
beams [46]. For limited diffraction beams with a small main
beamwidth, the interelement distance may have to be small
to ensure an adequate spatial sampling rate. However, small
Fig. 11. A schematic of a pulse-echo imaging syslem using a 2-D m y fm interelement distance increases the number of array elements
steering bolh limited diffraction beams and conventional beams. (Modified dramatically, which complicates array construction. The size
with permission form Fig. 5 of [62]').
of array elements has influence on both limited diffraction
beams and conventional beams 1461. Larger element size
!do0, +37', and M3",and cover the ranges of the steering increases the energy efficiency of arrays and reduces element
angles that correspond to the change of the effective aperture impedance, but degrades m y performance at larger steerwithin*%: &(Oo 25'), f(25O N 34'), A(34O N 40°)1 and ing angles by increasing grating lobes, lowering gain, and
f(40'
45O) (Rg. 11). Another effective way to slmplify the distorting beam shapes.
system might be the use of unsymmemcal limited diffractlon
To produce rotary symmetric limited diffraction beams,
beams 1361. Instead of changmg a rmg pattern, one mlght elements of a 2-D array must be grouped into elliptic rings
produce hfferent unsymmetrical limlted diffractlon beams such that the projection of the elliptic rings on a plane
wlth the same annular nng pattern as the beams are steered. perpendicular to the beam axis is a constant annular ring
Similarly, the steer~ngangle can be divided into the above pattern. With this annular ring pattern, methods for producing
four ranges in whlch four different unsymmemcal beams are limited diffraction beams or conventional aperture-weighted
used to reduce the system complexity. In thls way, the system beams with annular arrays can be applied. If the small change

-

-
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(a few percents) of the effective aperture is allowed, the
number of ell~pticnng panems can be reduced for a complete
scan and thus the electron~ccircu~trycan be simplified.
Reduction of the number of the elements of 2-D arrays are
desirable. Techniques such as sparse arrays [46] or random pos~iionarrays with a mlnlmum interelement distance constraint
might be used. However, the influences of these techniques on
h t e d diffraction beams need to be studied.
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